Final Entitlements

TEA adjusts largest class object code with:

- **Final Entitlement amount**
  - Difference between Planning Amount and Final Amount added to the largest class object code

- **Carryover Amount**
  - Unused funds from 2015-2016 added to the largest class object code
Final Entitlements

- Application is locked to LEAs until TEA is finished with the adjustment

- Application should become available in January

---

eGrants

- If you see your application in “Submitted Applications” with a status of “In process”, TEA is still performing the adjustment

- Once the adjustment by TEA is complete, your application will move to the “Awarded Applications” section

  - You will also receive a NOGA email from TEA
**BS6006 Budget Summary**

- Review the adjustment made by TEA
- Determine if you need to move funds to other class objects
- Review the “When to Amend Chart” to determine if an amendment needs to be submitted or if the changes only need to be made at the local level

  [link](http://tea.texas.gov/Finance_and_Grants/Administering_a_Grant.aspx)

**BS6016 Fiscal Compliance**

- Determine if you qualify for MOE Voluntary Reduction
  - Compare the 2016-2017 IDEA-B Formula Final entitlement to the 2015-2016 IDEA-B Formula Final entitlement
    - If an increase, you have met one of the three criteria for Voluntary Reduction
    - Second criteria: “Meets Determinations” for 2016-2017 in ISAM
    - Third criteria: No Significant Disproportionality based on race or ethnicity
  - If you qualify, decide whether you want to exercise the option (optional) for Voluntary Reduction
BS6016 Fiscal Compliance

✓ Revise your Voluntary Reduction option, if necessary

- If you originally chose “Not Eligible” and still not eligible, no change needed
- If you originally chose “Not Eligible” and now you are eligible, change your option to either “Eligible, but choosing not to” or “Eligible and choosing to do so”
- If you originally chose “Eligible” and now you aren’t eligible, change to “Not Eligible”
- If you originally chose “Eligible, but choosing not to” and now you want to participate, change your option to “Eligible and choosing to do so” and enter amount
- If you originally chose “Eligible and choosing to do so” but now you don’t want to participate, change your option to “Eligible, but choosing not to” and remove amount

PS3502 Private School

✓ Review the new proportionate share amount based on Final Entitlement

- No data entry should be performed in this schedule
- Just make note of the new amount to ensure you spend that amount on proportionate share services during 2016-2017
Have a wonderful holiday break!
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